IIAS Fellows

15 July 2004 – 15 November 2004
IIAS hosts several categories of post-doctoral researchers (fellows) in Asian Studies. Sponsorship of fellows contributes to the institute's aim of enhancing expertise and promoting underdeveloped fields of study. One of the objectives of IIAS is to mediate in establishing contacts in the field of Asian Studies and to stimulate cooperation between national and international scholars and institutes. IIAS therefore offers universities and research institutes the opportunity to benefit from the knowledge of its resident fellows. As part of its contribution to IIAS, fellows are invited to present lectures, participate in seminars and cooperate in research projects. IIAS fellowship applications can be submitted at any time (there is no application deadline).

More information and an IIAS fellowship application form are available at: https://iasj.uiai.fellowsIPS.html

For specific information, please contact: IIASfellowships@il.nl

Categories of fellows

1. Research fellows
2. Professional researchers
3. Senior visiting fellows
4. Visiting exchange fellows
5. Affiliated fellows
6. Gonda fellows
7. Research guests

For further details on IIAS fellows, please see the website.

All fellows currently engaged at the Indonesian Institute for Asian Studies are listed below. (Please see IIAS fellowship section on our website for all acronyms used below.)

General

Miryam Aouragh, MA (Morocco)
Stationed at the Branch Office Amsterdam, Affiliated fellow

Majid A. Talib, PhD student within the WOTRO/ASSR/IIAS programme ‘Transnational Society, Media and Citizenship’

The making of a collective Palestinian identity

1 May 2001 – 1 May 2005

Dr Richard Boyd (United Kingdom)
Affiliated fellow

Indonesianisasi and nationalism. The changing role of the Indonesian state institute for Islamic studies in the redistribution of Muslim authority

15 January 2001 – 31 August 2005

Dr Mark Gama (Israel and Latvia)
Affiliated fellow

Three Russian writers in China

14 June 2004 – 14 July 2004 &
4 August 2004 – 4 September 2004

Willem van Kemenade (The Netherlands)
Affiliated fellow

The US-China-Europe Triangle

1 January 2004 – 31 December 2004

Prof. Kurt Radtke (The Netherlands)
Affiliated fellow

China and Japan since 1991

10 March – 31 July 2004

Dr RHEE Sang Jik (Republic of Korea)
Affiliated fellow, sponsored by KRF

The structure of the Korean language: Phonetics, phonology and morphology

1 August 2005 – 1 August 2004

SIO (Joanna, BA (China)
PhD student within the joint NWO/Leiden University/IIAS research programme ‘The Syntax of the Languages of Southern China’

1 January 2001 – 31 December 2005

Mr TCO Kazukiho (Japan)
Professorial fellow, sponsored by Canon and Ation Kafion

Japanese foreign policy

1 August 2005 – 1 August 2004

Dr WANG Ping (Australia)
Affiliated fellow

Examining C-poetry with Gender on the Ang-Kuqiang (Qinghai and other C-poets)

1 July 2004 – 31 August 2004

Dr WANG Ping (China)
Affiliated fellow

The Euro-Sino relations after Sept. 11 and its prospects

1 September 2004 – 31 August 2005

WONG Lao, MA (China)
Affiliated fellow within the joint NWO/Leiden University/IIAS research programme ‘The Syntactic of the Languages of Southern China’

1 October 2004 – 30 September 2005

Prof. YOU RuJie (China)
Research guest within the joint NWO/Leiden University/IIAS research programme ‘The Syntactic of the Languages of Southern China’

15 September – 15 October 2004